For Those Who Blindly Support Parents Whose Children Have Severed Ties With
Them
Today’s podcast is for those who blindly support parents whose children have severed
ties with them.
Severing ties with one’s parents is becoming a more common act. Sadly, many people
do this because of very valid reasons such as their parents are abusive. Even more
sadly though is it seems the parents in these situations get so much more love &
support than their children.
Abusive parents in these situations are often very loud with their feelings, anger, lies,
justifications but not the truth. The closest they come to the truth is stating half
truths, such as their child severing ties with them. They fail to share the reasons why
their adult child severed ties, only that they did it. That half truth combined with
their lies & false accusations mean many people listen to them & blindly support
them. They pity these poor people who are now getting older, & their own children
won’t even help them out. How selfish & entitled their adult children are, they say,
among other cruel things.
These same devoted supporters offer not one iota of concern or care for the adult
children in these situations. In a way that makes sense since they believe that the
adult children in question are such horrid people as to abandon their own parents for
no reason whatsoever. It makes you wonder if these people have any desire in
learning what really has happened.
I want to ask these devoted supporters some questions today.
Did it ever occur to you that there are other sides to this story beyond the side you
heard from the abandoned parent? You have heard ONE side to this story only. Why
is that acceptable to you?
Do you realize that abusive people create a false persona that they show to other
people & only their victims see their abusive, evil side? It’s true. Look at well known
serial killers. Ted Bundy was described as charming, Jeffrey Dahmer as quiet & John
Wayne Gacy as a pillar of the community. I highly doubt their victims would say such
positive things about them!
Did you ever take two seconds to question why any child, no matter their age, would
abandon their parent? While it’s true, some people abandon people in their lives for
no valid reason, they are in the vast minority. The majority of people have valid
reasons for ending relationships, in particular those closest to them. If you would
listen to them, you would learn this.
Did it ever occur to you that someone ending a relationship, in particular such a close
one as the parent/child relationship, almost never does so on a whim? When people

end relationships of any sort, thought goes into it. The closer the relationship, the
more thought is going to go into ending that relationship. The adult child who goes no
contact with a parent may have done so in a way that appears sudden, but rest
assured, PLENTY of thought went into that action prior to following through with it.
Sometimes what triggers no contact isn’t the worst act the abusive parent has done.
Instead, it’s the straw that broke the camel’s back.
If the parent in this situation is so upset about their child “abandoning” them, why
did they not treat that child better in the first place in the hopes of preventing this
from happening one day? Or why didn’t they put some positive effort into the
relationship?
Where is your concern for real victims? Do you have any? It would do you well to
spent less time trying to shame victims into returning to an abusive situation & more
time showing them compassion & love.
Thank you for listening to my podcast!

